Runs like a dream.

Saucony

Autumn 2022 Edition

SPORTSSHOOSES.COM
FOR THE LOVE OF IT....

Putting in the miles, hammering away at shaving seconds off and fitting it all in alongside a million other life commitments...sometimes it's easy to lose sight of why we do this.

So, whether it's leaving the watch at home for a day or venturing out into the unknown on new trails, every so often it's good to get back to running, hiking or whatever it is that's your thing; just for the exhilaration, the endorphins and the pure enjoyment of it.

This edition, from the fastest, plushest running shoes to storm proof apparel that can handle anything the elements can throw at you, we've everything you need to make the most of the Autumn Winter season.

So, get out there and keep going... for the love of it.

Thanks as always for your business

Brett Bannister
Managing Director

GIVE YOUR OLD SHOES A SECOND CHANCE

We've partnered with Jog On and Evri, to get shoes to those who need them in 15 destinations around the world.

So, look in that cupboard, garage, under the bed. They may be old to you, but Jog On will give them another chance with someone else.

ON THE COVER
SEE PAGES 17 & 93

RUNS LIKE A DREAM.
saucony TRIUMPH 20

Explore the Streakfly at sportsshoes.com/nike

NICE ZOOMX STREAKFLY

Your ultra-light racing shoe for 5K and 10K speed.

Nike’s lightest racing shoe, the Nike ZoomX Streakfly is all about the speed you need to take on the competition in a mile, 5K or 10K race. Low profile with sleek details, it feels like it disappears on your foot to help you better connect with the road on the way to your personal best.

£134.99

Get Involved.
Explore the Alphfly at sportsshoes.com/nike

These rocket ships are made to help shave precious time off your personal records without surrendering the foundation you need to go the full distance. A thick, lightweight support system marries the 2 worlds of comfort and speed in holy running matrimony. Enjoy the greatest energy return of all our racing shoes while you chase your personal bests.

£269.99

Explore the Vaporfly NEXT% 2 at sportsshoes.com/nike-vaporfly

Continue the next evolution of speed with a racing shoe made to help you chase new goals and records. It helps improve comfort and breathability with a redesigned upper.

£224.99
Discover the HOVR™ Storm Collection at sportsshoes.com/under-armour

STORM OUTRUN THE COLD JACKET
A water-resistant jacket that is also incredibly light and breathable. That means you can run without worrying about the forecast.
£104.99 M: UND 8548

STORM OUTRUN THE COLD TIGHTS
A baselayer that keeps you warm and dry without being bulky or riding up, so you can stay focused all season long.
£74.99 M: UND 8545

UA HOVR™ SONIC 5
A no-brainer for runners who like distance but want more flexibility, a breathable feel, and the real-time feedback of Form Coaching from UA MapMyRun™.
£114.99 M: UND 8557

HOVR™ MACHINA 3 STORM
UA HOVR technology delivers supreme energy return, response and propulsion while a UA Storm upper repels water without sacrificing breathability.
£149.99 M: UND 8533

THE RAIN WILL QUIT BEFORE YOU DO

UA HOVR™ INFINITE 4
Under Armour kept the reliable, smooth, secure feel of the Infinite you love…but they simplified the upper, flipped the UA HOVR™ cushioning, and rethought the sole, giving you a lighter, softer, more durable every day running shoe.
£114.99

SMOOTHER RUN YET
Under Armour unwrapped and flipped UA HOVR™ cushioning to absorb the most impact, secure your foot, and propel you forward.

KEEPING IT SIMPLE
One-piece, airy mesh upper makes the whole shoe lighter - no excess here.

INFINITE MILES OF COMFORT
Deeper flex grooves and higher-abrasion rubber in the heel give you an even smoother run.

Discover the HOVR™ Infinite 4 at sportsshoes.com/under-armour

BETTER EVERY DAY
Fresh Foam X 880v12

Running every day is hard. Now it’s soft too.

Built to provide consistent performance for the neutral runner. The Fresh Foam X 880v12 represents a new generation set-up of the silhouette’s workhorse reliability with the smooth transitions of a reimagined dual-layer midsole.

£139.99

Explore the 880v12 at sportsshoes.com/new-balance

---


With fine-tuned underfoot cushioning and an overall streamlined look, the Fresh Foam X 1080v12 represents a subtle but impactful evolution of the flagship Fresh Foam running shoe.

£159.99

M: NEW 694393 (Black)
M: NEW 694390 (White)

Explore the 1080 v12 at sportsshoes.com/new-balance
The faster you starts now.

Built for marathon runners who never let up. The two-layer FuelCell midsole combined with a carbon fiber plate delivers impressive energy return with innovative Energy Arc technology, and the bootie upper construction provides a locked-in fit and feel.

SC Elite v3 NYC Edition

£219.99

Explore RC Elite v3 at www.sportsshoes.com/new-balance-fuelcell
ADIZERO ADIOS PRO 3 is the ultimate long-distance road racing shoe, for fast runners looking to take their performance to the next level and run after new records. £219.99

ENERGYRODS 2.0
All in one piece for harmonious stiffness and energy return.

LIGHTSTRIKE PRO
Two layers of our most resilient foam. Proving the best experience for the runner during racing and training.

CONTINENTAL + TEXTILE RUBBER
Premium outsole crafted to create traction.

ADIZERO BOSTON 11
Mid- to long-distance running shoes made in part with recycled materials. They bring a race-day feel to training with a propulsive feel that comes from ENERGYRODS, which limit energy loss underfoot. They're fast, but that does not come at the cost of durability — the midsole mixes ultralight Lightstrike Pro cushioning with durable Lightstrike EVA. £139.99

Discover the Adizero Adios Pro 3 at sportsshoes.com/adidas-adios

Explore the Boston 11 at sportsshoes.com/adidas
FORERUNNER®
955 SERIES
Push toward the podium with solar charging

FORERUNNER 955 SOLAR GPS
£549.99

FORERUNNER 955 GPS
£479.99

FORERUNNER 255 GPS
£299.99

FORERUNNER 255 MUSIC GPS
£349.99

FORERUNNER®
255 SERIES
GPS running smart watch

Explore the Garmin range at www.sportsshoes.com/garmin
It’s your time.

Max energy return.
PWRRUN PB gives you a lightweight and bouncy feel with max energy return.

An effortless stride.
PWRRUN Frame supports your foot upon landing and its curved shape propels you to a snappy takeoff.

A fit like no other.
With deeper contouring into the midsole, you sit into the shoe, instead of on top of it, for an incredibly personalised and supportive fit.

**TEMPUS**
Meet Tempus—a revolutionary experience that’s the first of its kind. It’s got that incredible superfoam bounce you’ve been missing combined with the adaptive guidance system you need to perform at your best. Don’t snooze on this one.

£164.99

**TRIUMPH 20**
Gear up for a run you don’t even have to think about (if you don’t want to). With the Triumph 20, every detail supports maximum comfort and softness that lasts.

£154.99

Runs like a dream.

Brand new ride.
Perfectly balanced, this shoe’s geometry and shape give it rocker-like attributes with an everyday twist.

Upgraded cushioning.
It’s everything you love about our lightest-ever PWRRUN+ foam cushioning, but with more pop.

Comfort to go.
With a completely new upper and lacing design, you can step into a shoe that feels like it was made just for you.
The Clifton 8 continues to deliver the perfect combination of soft and light.

**CLIFFTON 8**
£129.99
M: HOK 1736

**FEATURES**
- Breathable mesh upper
- Gusseted tongue
- EVA foam
- Early stage Meta-Rocker
- Extended pull tab
- Flat-waisted geometry

**NEW ENHANCEMENTS COMPARED TO BONDI 7**
- Soft, more resilient new foam
- More rubber coverage for enhanced durability
- More precise internal collar foam for enhanced comfort
- Extended heel for smoother transitions
- More sustainable materials

**BONDI 8**
£144.99

**M: HOK 1840**
NEW ENHANCEMENTS COMPARED TO BONDI 7
- Softer, more resilient new foam
- More rubber coverage for enhanced durability
- More precise internal collar foam for enhanced comfort
- Extended heel for smoother transitions
- More sustainable materials

**Discover the BONDI 8 at sportsshoes.com/hoka-one-one-bondi**

**Explore the Clifton 8 at www.sportsshoes.com/hoka-one-one-clifton**
Explore the Metaspeed Sky+ at sportsshoes.com/asics

FIND YOUR SPEED

**METASPEED™ SKY+**
Designed for fast-paced running, updates include an even lighter-weight upper, a redesigned midsole and a full-length carbon plate, all designed to help stride runners make their fastest times even faster.

£224.99  Unisex: ASI 13096

**NOVABLAST™ 3**
Blast off with the new NOVABLAST™ 3 shoe. Featuring bouncy FF BLAST™ PLUS foam technology for a lighter feel and an energised run.

£134.99  Cushioned

**Improved Upper Design**
The lightweight MOTION WRAP™ upper offers a more secure foothold.

**Full-Length Carbon Plate**
Built for stride runners, a repositioned full-length carbon plate helps extend your stride even further.

**Updated Midsole Geometry**
A reimagined sidewall geometry in the forefoot provides a more propulsive toe-off.

Add positive energy to body and mind with FF Blast™ PLUS foam technology.

Explore Asics Novablast at www.sportsshoes.com/asics-novablast
TECH AFTERHOURS JACKET
£84.99
M: RON 3662
Highly reflective, lightweight and wind resistant, the Nightrunner jacket balances these three deceptively simple benchmark attributes with ease.

TECH GORE-TEX MERCURIAL JACKET
£229.99
M: RON 3670
GORE-TEX® active fabric for fast-paced, high-aerobic, done-in-a-day activities even in bad weather. Totally windproof, extremely breathable and can easily be packed away.

TECH X TIGHT
£89.99
M: RON 3671
Premium weatherproof tight, featuring long lasting water resistance and thermal panels making this the ultimate tight for running in the worst of weather conditions.

VELOCITY L/S TEE
£44.99
M: RON 3679

JACKET KEY FEATURES
Reflective
Water resistant - DWR C6
Wind resistant
Breathable
Relaxed fit
Secure pocket
Venting tab
Roll away hood

TECH TWIN MARATHON SHORT
£51.99
M: RON 3684

DON’T STOP FOR ANYTHING

Explore Ronhill at sportsshoes.com/ronhill
WAVE RIDER 26
SUPREMELY SMOOTH RUNS

This shoe is perfect for jogging by everyone from beginner runners to dedicated runners training for marathons.

The MIZUNO ENERZY midsole is 2 mm thicker than the previous model, which boosts the cushioning and energy return, gives a softer feel, and provides spring-like propulsion.

£139.99

WAVE NEO ULTRA
FLOAT FASTER.
INSPIRED BY NATURE.

The shoe contains the well-known Mizuno ENERZY CORE for maximum cushioning and energy return. The Wave Neo Ultra is sustainably produced and its environmental impact has been significantly reduced through new technologies.

£189.99

Explore the Neo Ultra at sportsshoes.com/mizuno

Explore the Waver Rider 26 at sportsshoes.com/mizuno-wave-rider
Strange lights in the sky aren’t easily identifiable. But strange lights on the run? That’s you in the all-new apparel from the Run Visible Collection. The out-of-this-world trio of 3M™ Scotchlite™ Carbon Black Stretch reflectivity in critical motion zones, contrasting colors, and unique fluorescence work together to help you be recognized as a runner from 600 feet away. So, whether it’s sunrise or sundown, wet or dry, cold weather or warm, you’ll be recognized as a runner sooner by those around... or above.

Explore Brooks Run Visible Collection at sportsshoes.com/brooks
SERIES-3
Medium-high compression level.

FOR LONGER AND HARDER TRAINING.
You’re a serious trainer. Over 25 years of testing and development have led SKINS to SERIES-3. Created for dedicated athletes striving for new levels of excellence. SKINS SERIES-3 is for you if you demand more from yourself and always strive for excellence under pressure.

SKINS SERIES 3 THERMAL TOP
£69.99
M: 301 1669 (Black)
M: 301 1680 (Navy)

SKINS SERIES 3 400 TIGHTS
£124.99
M: 301 1934

PETA-APPROVED VEGAN

Explore the SKINS SERIES-3 at sportsshoes.com/skins

SPORTSSHOES ULTRA. MEMBERSHIP

MORE POWER TO YOU

BLACK FRIDAY IS COMING
Ultra Members get more! Join Ultra for free today to get first look at Black Friday 2022 deals and much more.

MORE OFFERS. MORE ACCESS. MORE COMMUNITY.

PRIORITY ORDER PROCESSING
EXCLUSIVE OFFERS & REWARDS

EARLY ACCESS TO NEW RELEASES & SALE
A TREAT FROM US ON YOUR BIRTHDAY

SCAN HERE & BECOME AN ULTRA MEMBER
SPORTSSHOES.COM/ULTRA-MEMBERSHIP
SPEED OF LIGHT

ALL OVER REFLECT HOODED JACKET
RRP: £129.99
£44.99
M: HST 1844
W: HST 1863

30 Degree high reflectivity
Laser cut venting
Chest Pocket

WINTER REFLECTIVE TIGHTS
RRP: £44.99
£14.99
M: HST 1434
W: HST 1499

Follow Higher State on Instagram
REFLECTIVE ULTRALITE WATERPROOF JACKET

RRP: £129.99  £39.99

HigherFlow * Technology
Waterproof
Performance Fit
Taped Seams
Reflective
Windproof
SPEEDCROSS 6

The shoe that brought speed to trail

Built for maximum grip on loose, soft, rugged, and uneven surfaces, Mud Contagrip® uses deep, sharp lugs made from a compound that balances durability and adhesion.

Lighter shoes
The icon but lighter to help you be fast during your races.

Mud shedding
An improved upper protection to make the shoe ready to play in any conditions.

Grip improved
Enhanced chevron lugs for optimal grip with Mud Contagrip®.

Speedcross 6
£129.99

- M: SAL 5583
- M: SAL 5661
- M: SAL 5663
- M: SAL 5664
- M: SAL 5665
- M: SAL 5657
- M: SAL 5658

Speedcross 6 GTX
£149.99

- M: SAL 5583
- M: SAL 5661
- M: SAL 5663
- M: SAL 5664
- M: SAL 5665
- M: SAL 5657
- M: SAL 5658
NO SPEED

Protection.
New protective rock plate gives you a smooth and more flexible ride and sheds moisture more easily.

Grip.
Redesigned traction-rich PWRTRAC outsole helps you dig in and take off with speed.

Comfort.
Enjoy an extra layer of comfort with a new sockliner made with PWRRUN+ cushioning.

Peregrine 12
Named for the fastest bird on earth, the agile Peregrine 12 more than lives up to its name. Stripped down for blistering speeds, it’s time to get comfortable free-flying across the trails.

£129.99
Prepare to run lighter, with a softer ride, greater bounce and more underfoot trail control. The new TRAILFLY ULTRA G 280 gives trail runners the ultimate in long distance performance. Boasting an exciting new nitrogen-infused midsole foam that is light and sustainable, you’ll feel connected to the trail like never before in running shoes that flex and spring while cushioning your every step.

£164.99
This trail beast is updated with Vibram® Megagrip with Traction Lug for upgraded grip and braking power on loose soil.

£129.99

The same lines are here, just updated with new textiles and construction, including a breathable, single layer jacquard mesh and two-part PROFLY™ midsole with our lightest, most responsive HOKA foam just underfoot.

£159.99
Unparalleled grip and lightweight cushioning for all terrains.

Wherever the trail takes you.

**FUJI LITE 3**
Key updates include a greater percentage of recycled textiles for the upper construction. This allows us to reduce waste and re-use leftover resources. £124.99

**GEL-TRABUCO 10 GTX**
The GEL-Trabuco™ 10 GTX trail shoe is designed to keep your feet dry when you’re running or hiking in wet conditions. £144.99

Explore Asics Trail at www.sportsshoes.com/asics
Change your path. Clear your mind.

Road running performance, redesigned for off-road adventures.

NOVABLAST 3 TR
Its trail-specific outsole is functional for running on off-road surfaces.
£134.99

NIMBUS 24 TR
Offers advanced impact protection for your distance training.
£164.99

Trail Trucker Cap 2.0
TNF697
£26.99

Flight Lightriser Futurelight Jacket
TNF656
£289.99

Flight Weightless T-Shirt
TNF659
£69.99

Flight Stridelight Shorts
TNF661
£64.99

Flight VECTIV x Elvira Trail Running Shoes
TNF646
£179.99

Shop The North Face Elvira collection at sportsshoes.com/north-face/
**SEAMFREE**

**RUNNING HOODIE**
RRP: £44.99
£14.99
Men’s
HST 1694 Blue
HST 1693 Lime
HST 1677 Charcoal
HST 1678 Mustard

**SEAMFREE LONG SLEEVE HALF ZIP TOP**
RRP: £41.99
£14.99
Men’s
HST 1512 Mustard
HST 1513 Charcoal
HST 1691 Blue
HST 1690 Lime

**TECHNICAL RUNWEAR**
HigherFlow ® Technology
UV Protection
Performance Fit
Breathable
Reflective Details

Explore **Higher State**
at sportsshoes.com/higher-state
Higher State

**TECHNICAL TRAILWEAR**

HigherFlow® Technology / Waterproof
Performance Fit / Taped Seams
Windproof / Packable

**TRAIL WATERPROOF LITE JACKET**

RRP: £139.99  £44.99

Follow Higher State on Instagram

Explore Higher State at sportsshoes.com/higher-state

M: HST 1850
M: HST 1853
M: HST 1852
M: HST 1870
W: HST 1869
W: HST 1223

RUN

**RUNNER**

Explore Higher State at sportsshoes.com/higher-state

Follow Higher State on Instagram

M: HST 1850
M: HST 1853
M: HST 1852
M: HST 1870
W: HST 1869
W: HST 1223
HIGHER STATE

ULTRALITE TRAIL EXT WATERPROOF JACKET

RRP: £109.99  £44.99

M: HST 1862

TECHNICAL TRAILWEAR

HigherFlow® Technology / Ultralite Fabric / Waterproof / Performance Fit / Taped Seams / Windproof / Packable

Explore Higher State at sportsshoes.com/higher-state

MOUNTAIN-STRETCH WATERPROOF JACKET

RRP: £139.99  £49.99

M: HST 1859

TECHNICAL TRAILWEAR

HigherFlow® Technology / 4 Way Stretch / Waterproof / Performance Fit / Taped Seams / Windproof

Explore Higher State at sportsshoes.com/higher-state

ULTRALITE TRAIL EXT WATERPROOF JACKET
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The Merrell Trail Team has journeyed across the continent in search of some of the finest trails in their homeland.

**Did you know the British Isles were made up of over 6,000 islands?**

No, us neither. The Merrell Trail Team has left the mainland to go in search of trails less travelled in some of the UK’s most remote and beautiful places. A celebration of lands that are all at sea - the athletes shine a spotlight on three islands rich in history and beauty to uncover their culture whilst on the run.

**Explore Merrell at www.sportsshoes.com/merrell**

---

**Agility Peak 4**

Get outside and hit the trails with this cushioned and super grippy trail running shoe. Designed to deliver plenty of protection and confident grip even on rugged trail surfaces.

£124.99

**Moab Flight**

The fit already trusted by 50 million feet, now made to cover more distance. A protective, cushioned trail running shoe designed to give you underfoot confidence in any trail condition.

£114.99

---

View the Trails of Europe here.
Discover the **Olympus 5**

**HIKE MID GTX**

**HIKE ALL TRAILS.**
**HIKE ALL WEATHER.**
**HIKE ALL DAY.**

The new Olympus 5 Hike Mid GTX is your favourite trail buddy, ready for anything. Stay protected from the elements with waterproof GORE-TEX product technology, stay comfortable with max cushioning, and stay supported with a mid ankle design.

£189.99

---

Discover the **Mont Blanc BOA®**

**COMFORT, MEET SPEED.**

**DIAL IN YOUR BEST FIT.**
Micro-adjustable BOA® Fit System

**MAX CUSHION FOR ULTRA EXCURSIONS**
Altra’s plushest Altra EGO™ MAX midsole foam

**ULTIMATE GRIP**
Vibram® Litebase outsole for lightweight traction

**NATURAL PERFORMANCE ON THE TRAILS**
Standard FootShape™ Fit

The high-cushioning, lightweight trail racer, equipped with a precise lacing system for ultimate performance.

£184.99
From town to trail, these adidas trail hiking shoes prioritise comfort. A running shoe fit and feel extends your range. A waterproof, breathable upper keeps your focus on the experience. Lace up and see where the day leads.

£109.99

**TERREX TRAILMAKER GTX**

**LIGHT & FLEXIBLE**
Shoe-like fit and cushioning lends all-day comfort.

**WATERPROOF**
A breathable GORE-TEX membrane keeps feet dry in all conditions.

**CONFIDENT GRIP**
Traxion rubber outsole grips all terrain.

From town to trail, these adidas trail hiking shoes prioritise comfort. A running shoe fit and feel extends your range. A waterproof, breathable upper keeps your focus on the experience. Lace up and see where the day leads.

£109.99

**TERREX FREE HIKER 2 GTX**

Next-generation hiking boots made in part with recycled materials. Feel confident in most weather conditions thanks to the breathable GORE-TEX membrane and Continental™ rubber outsole. Enjoy your hikes with the updated design.

£199.99

Explore the [Freehiker](https://www.sportsshoes.com/adidas-terrex-free-hiker) at sportsshoes.com/adidas-terrex-free-hiker
VENTURE

VENTURELITE MID HOODED TOP
A hooded mid-layer designed for fast hiking and all-around outdoor use.
£109.99
M: INO 2063

VENTURELITE MID HALF ZIP TOP
Made from recycled polyester fleece, the Venturelite Mid Half Zip is a lightweight mid-layer for all-round active use.
£84.99
W: INO 2019

Discover the new VENTURELITE collection at sportsshoes.com/inov-8

Venture lighter and faster in the new inov-8 VENTURELITE hiking range. Expertly designed to take on all terrains and challenges, this collection includes mid-layers, hoodies, tees, trousers and shorts.

LIGHTER
find your unknown

anti-freeze hoodie
£199.99

Explore Montane® at sportsshoes.com/montane

find your unknown

phase jacket
£299.99

Explore Montane® at sportsshoes.com/montane
find your unknown

Montane®

Explore Montane® at sportsshoes.com/montane

protium hoodie
£69.99

anti-freeze hoodie
£199.99

HIKE
WELCOME TO THE GREAT OUTSIDE

HIKE YOUR OWN HIKE WITH KEEN’S TRIED-AND-TRUEST HIKING BOOTS.

KEEN CIRCADIA MID CUT - £114.99
Keen carried over the fit, durability, and performance of their award-winning Targhee waterproof boot and took its rugged looks to a new dimension.

KEEN CIRCADIA LOW CUT - £104.99

KEEN RIDGE FLEX MID - £159.99
Keen took the trusted fit of their iconic Targhee hiker and paired it with Keen’s new KEEN.BELLOWS FLEX technology to reduce the energy each step takes.

KEEN TARGHEE III MID - £139.99
Whatever kind of hiking you like to do, comfort, protection, and traction are non-negotiable “must-haves.” So Keen built a perfectly cushioned, waterproof, grippy hiking boot that checks all the boxes. All hike. No compromises.

We’re all out there connecting with nature.

But it might look a little different for each of us. So Keen took the tried-and-true comfort and durability of their fan-favorite hiking boots and created more ways to get outside. It’s the iconic fit you love made for the kind of hiking you love. Hike your own hike.
CROSS HIKE MID GORE-TEX 2
Grounded in adventure

Keeps you firmly grounded, featherlight and fully protected. Multi-directional deep lugs aggressively bite the ground, while a higher cut ups the ankle support and protection.

£164.99 Trail

ANY PATH.
YOUR WAY.

Get ready to power through uphills & descents with the updated X ULTRA 4 GORE-TEX. It is as agile as a trail-running shoe but with all the stability, grip & waterproof protection you need to tackle technical terrain.

X ULTRA 4 GTX
£139.99

Discover the Crosshike GTX 2 at sportsshoes.com/salomon

Discover the X Ultra 4 GTX at sportsshoes.com/salomon
Moab 3 GTX

Features a GORE-TEX® waterproof membrane to keep your feet dry while still allowing your feet to breathe, a new more supportive insole, a softer more cushioned midsole, and a best-in-class Vibram® outsole. Our newest generation is the most environmentally friendly Moab ever, utilizing recycled materials in construction.

£139.99

Vibram® TC5+

Vibram® TC5+ outsole
Provides exceptional traction for outdoor multi-sport activities. Formulated exclusively for Merrell.

GORE-TEX®

Waterproof membrane, exceptional breathability and waterproof performance.

Shop Merrell Hike at sportsshoes.com/merrell
DEUTER IS FOR THE FAST ’N’ FREE

#deuterforever

EXPLORE DEUTER AT SPORTSSHOES.COM

SPEED LITE 23 SL
£89.99

DEUTER

HIKE

RUSH TRK PRO GTX
HIKER BEYOND THE ORDINARY.

RUSH TRK PRO GTX is the new reference point for short or daily excursions. A shoe made with a focus on comfort, with technologies that can help reduce foot fatigue. It represents the right mix of comfort, stability and low weight, enhanced by the use of Nubuk leather.

£214.99

EXPLORER SCARPA AT SPORTS SHOES/SCARPA

HIKE

EXPLORER SCARPA AT SPORTS SHOES/SCARPA
The Kinetic Ultra is the ultimate put-on, keep-on, mountain running waterproof. Balancing protective details for turbulent weather with lightweight, streamlined design, it’s an essential layer for dedicated mountain runners. Highly breathable and quiet to wear, it’s built with Rab’s own waterproof Proflex™ fabric, engineered for finding your flow on fast paced ascents.

WEATHER CRAFTED

KINETIC ALPINE 2.0
£239.99

Shaped by fast changing weather on steep rock, ice, and snow, the Kinetic Alpine 2.0 offers outstanding breathability and robust protection. Built with our soft Proflex® hardshell fabric, reinforced across the shoulders and sleeves, it offers climbers and alpinists a put-on, keep-on, all-conditions jacket, that stands up to the worst of winter.

KINETIC ULTRA
£179.99

Explore Rab at sportsshoes.com/rab
EXPEDITION LÄTT
HOODED JACKET

Lightweight jacket with synthetic insulation for winter activities.

Expedition Lätt Hoodie is a warm lightweight jacket. Part of Fjällräven’s Expedition Series with iconic designs, sustainably produced materials and high reliability in cold conditions. Padded with 100% recycled polyester free-fibre insulation that gives a down-like puffiness and loft.

£214.99

Explore Fjällräven at www.sportsshoes.com

L.I.M FH GTX MID

Lightweight Waterproof Trekking Footwear
398 g (Per shoe, size UK 8.5)

Less is more than ever before

Maximum performance at minimum weight. Invented to push the limits of technical trekking gear.

£159.99

Explore Haglöfs at sportsshoes.com/haglofs
Explore the Asics Koyo Collection at www.sportsshoes.com/asics

The GEL-KAYANO™ 29 shoe creates a stable running experience and a more responsive feel underfoot.

The NOVABLAST™ 3 running shoe draws inspiration from a geometric origami feature for the upper and midsole. Designed for an active lifestyle, this shoe is functional for running or wearing to the gym.

£164.99 £134.99 £114.99

Support

£94.99 £94.99 £94.99

Support

Support

Waterproof Extreme Cold Weather Insulated Glove with Fusion Control

Waterproof Extreme Cold Weather Insulated Gauntlet with Fusion Control

Waterproof Extreme Cold Weather Insulated Finger-Mitten with Fusion Control

This is for Me.

The Sealskinz all-new Fusion Control Insulated Glove Range is a step up in Fusion Control technology. Coupled with the known Fusion Control close-to-skin fit and high dexterity, Primaloft Insulation allows you to enjoy the outdoors, even in extreme cold weather conditions.

Discover Sealskinz at sportsshoes.com

GEL-KAYANO™ 29

GT1000 11

NOVABLAST 3

The NOVABLAST™ 3 running shoe draws inspiration from a geometric origami feature for the upper and midsole.

£134.99 Cushioned
Blast off with the new GEL-KAYANO™ 29 shoe. Providing premium stability and FF BLAST™ PLUS foam technology for an energized run.

**Blast on. Blast off.**

GEL-KAYANO™ 29

Features a lightweight FF BLAST™ PLUS foam for softer landings and a more energized ride.

£164.99

Support

NOVABLAST™ 3

Add positive energy to body and mind with FF Blast™ PLUS foam technology.

**Blast on. Blast off.**

Blast off with the new NOVABLAST™ 3 shoe. Featuring bouncy FF BLAST™ PLUS foam technology for a lighter feel and an energised run.

£134.99

Cushioned

Explore **Kayano 29** at sportsshoes.com/asics-gel-kayano

Explore **Asics Novablast** at www.sportsshoes.com/asics-novablast
Explore the SKINS SERIES-3 at sportsshoes.com/skins

You’re a serious trainer. Over 25 years of testing and development have led SKINS to SERIES-3. Created for dedicated athletes striving for new levels of excellence. SKINS SERIES-3 is for you if you demand more from yourself and always strive for excellence under pressure.

**SKINS SERIES 3 THERMAL TOP**
£69.99
W: SKI 1896

**SKINS SERIES 3 ACTIVE LONG TIGHT**
£99.99
W: SKI 2041

Adizero Boston 11

Mid- to long-distance running shoes made in part with recycled materials.
They bring a race-day feel to training with a propulsive feel that comes from ENERGYRODS, which limit energy loss underfoot. They’re fast, but that does not come at the cost of durability — the midsole mixes ultralight Lightstrike Pro cushioning with durable Lightstrike EVA.

£139.99
W: ADI 15750

Explore the Boston 11 at sportsshoes.com/adidas
FIND YOUR FAST

NIKE ZOOMX VAPORFLY NEXT% 2

Your all-around racing shoe for breaking records.

Continue the next evolution of speed with a racing shoe made to help you chase new goals and records. It helps improve comfort and breathability with a redesigned upper.

£224.99

W: NIK 20908

NIKE AIR ZOOM ALPHAFLY NEXT% 2

Your long-distance racing shoe for the future of fast.

These rocket ships are made to help shave precious time off your personal records without surrendering the foundation you need to go the full distance. A thick, lightweight support system marries the 2 worlds of comfort and speed in holy running matrimony. Enjoy the greatest energy return of all our racing shoes while you chase your personal bests.

£269.99

W: NIK 20907

Explore the Vaporfly NEXT% 2 at sportsshoes.com/nike-vaporfly

Explore the Pegasus 39 at sportsshoes.com/nike-air-pegasus
The Clifton 8 continues to deliver the perfect combination of soft and light.

CLIFTON 8
£129.99

Explore the Clifton 8 at www.sportsshoes.com/hoka-one-one-clifton

FEATURES
• Breathable mesh upper
• Gusseted tongue
• EVA foam
• Early stage Meta-Rocker
• Extended pull tab
• High-abrasion rubber
• Flat-waisted geometry

NEW ENHANCEMENTS COMPARED TO BONDI 7
• Softer, more resilient new foam
• More rubber coverage for enhanced durability
• More precise internal collar foam for enhanced comfort
• Extended heel for smoother transitions
• More sustainable materials

FOR THE LOVE OF THE RUN

BONDI 8
£144.99

Discover the BONDI 8 at sportsshoes.com/hoka-one-one-bondi

NEW ENHANCEMENTS COMPARED TO BONDI 7
• Softer, more resilient new foam
• More rubber coverage for enhanced durability
• More precise internal collar foam for enhanced comfort
• Extended heel for smoother transitions
• More sustainable materials

LET’S GO FOR A JOYRIDE

BONDI 8
£144.99

Bold and bouncy performance that’s nowhere near ordinary

Discover the BONDI 8 at sportsshoes.com/hoka-one-one-bondi
WAVE RIDER 26

SUPREMELY SMOOTH RUNS

This shoe is perfect for jogging by everyone from beginner runners to dedicated runners training for marathons.

The MIZUNO ENERZY midsole is 2 mm thicker than the previous model, which boosts the cushioning and energy return, gives a softer feel, and provides spring-like propulsion.

£139.99

WAVE NEO ULTRA

FLOAT FASTER. INSPIRED BY NATURE.

The shoe contains the well-known Mizuno ENERZY CORE for maximum cushioning and energy return. The Wave Neo Ultra is sustainably produced and its environmental impact has been significantly reduced through new technologies.

£189.99
TECH AFTERHOURS JACKET
£84.99
W: RON 3702
Highly reflective, lightweight and wind resistant, the Nightrunner jacket balances these three deceptively simple benchmark attributes with ease.

KEY FEATURES
Reflective
Water resistant - DWR C6
Wind resistant
Breathable
Relaxed fit
Secure pocket
Venting tab
Roll away hood

DON’T STOP
FOR ANYTHING

TECH WINTER TIGHT
£64.99
W: RON 3716
The brush back polyamide fabric features a high level of LYCRA® Sport to ensure your leg muscles are warm and supported, yet still allowing the freedom of movement you need to hit top speed.

FORTIFY JACKET
£154.99
W: RON 3712

TECH GORE-TEX MERCURIAL JACKET
£229.99
W: RON 3711
GORE-TEX® active fabric for fast-paced, high-aerobic, done-in-a-day activities even in bad weather. Totally windproof, extremely breathable and can easily be packed away.

TECH X TIGHT
£89.99
W: RON 3713
Premium weatherproof tight, featuring long lasting water resistance and thermal panels making this the ultimate tight for running in the worst of weather conditions.

TECH PRISM
½ ZIP TEE
£64.99
W: RON 3720

Explore Ronhill at sportsshoes.com/ronhill

With fine-tuned underfoot cushioning and an overall streamlined look, the Fresh Foam X 1080v12 represents a subtle but impactful evolution of the flagship Fresh Foam running shoe.

£159.99

Fresh Foam X 880v12

Running every day is hard. Now it’s soft too.

Built to provide consistent performance for the neutral runner. The Fresh Foam X 880v12 represents a new generation set-up of the silhouette’s workhorse reliability with the smooth transitions of a reimagined dual-layer midsole.

£139.99
Max energy return.

PWRRUN PB gives you a lightweight and bouncy feel with max energy return.

An effortless stride.

PWRRUN Frame supports your foot upon landing and its curved shape propels you to a snappy takeoff.

A fit like no other.

With deeper contouring into the midsole, you sit into the shoe, instead of on top of it, for an incredibly personalised and supportive fit.

£164.99

*TEMPUS*

Meet Tempus—a revolutionary experience that’s the first of its kind. It’s got that incredible superfoam bounce you’ve been missing combined with the adaptive guidance system you need to perform at your best. Don’t snooze on this one.

£154.99

*TRIUMPH 20*

Gear up for a run you don’t even have to think about (if you don’t want to). With the Triumph 20, every detail supports maximum comfort and softness that lasts.

Brand new ride.

Perfectly balanced, this shoe’s geometry and shape give it rocker-like attributes with an everyday twist.

Upgraded cushioning.

It’s everything you love about our lightest-ever PWRRUN+ foam cushioning, but with more pop.

Comfort to go.

With a completely new upper and lacing design, you can step into a shoe that feels like it was made just for you.

Explore **Tempus** at sportsshoes.com/saucony

Explore **Triumph** at sportsshoes.com/saucony
BETTER EVERY DAY

Discover the HOVR™ Infinite 4 at sportsshoes.com/under-armour

UA HOVR™ INFINITE 4
Under Armour kept the reliable, smooth, secure feel of the Infinite you love...but they simplified the upper, flipped the UA HOVR™ cushioning, and rethought the sole, giving you a lighter, softer, more durable every day running shoe.

£114.99

UA HOVR™ SONIC 5
A no-brainer for runners who like distance but want more flexibility, a breathable feel, and the real-time feedback of Form Coaching from UA MapMyRun™

£114.99

UA HOVR™ MACHINA 3 STORM
UA HOVR technology delivers supreme energy return, response and propulsion while UA Storm repels water without sacrificing breathability

£149.99

STORM OUTRUN THE COLD JACKET
A water-resistant jacket that is also incredibly light and breathable. That means you can run without worrying about the forecast.

£104.99

STORM OUTRUN THE COLD TIGHTS
A baselayer that keeps you warm and dry without being bulky or riding up, so you can stay focused all season long.

£74.99

THE RAIN WILL QUIT BEFORE YOU DO

STORM OUTRUN THE COLD JACKET
A water-resistant jacket that is also incredibly light and breathable. That means you can run without worrying about the forecast.

£104.99

STORM OUTRUN THE COLD TIGHTS
A baselayer that keeps you warm and dry without being bulky or riding up, so you can stay focused all season long.

£74.99

Discover the HOVR™ Storm Collection at sportsshoes.com/under-armour

SMOOTHEST RUN YET
Under Armour unwrapped and flipped UA HOVR™ cushioning to absorb the most impact, secure your foot, and propel you forward.

KEEPING IT SIMPLE
One-piece, airy mesh upper makes the whole shoe lighter - no excess here.

INFINITE MILES OF COMFORT
Deeper flex grooves and higher-abrasion rubber in the heel give you an even smoother run.

W: UND 8526
W: UND 8454
W: UND 8553
W: UND 8455
W: UND 8526
W: UND 8456

W: UND 8454

W: UND 8567

W: UND 8563

W: UND 8567

W: UND 8567

W: UND 8557

W: UND 8557

W: UND 8557

W: UND 8557

W: UND 8557

W: UND 8557
**SPEEDCROSS 6**

The shoe that brought speed to trail

Built for maximum grip on loose, soft, rugged, and uneven surfaces, Mud Contagrip® uses deep, sharp lugs made from a compound that balances durability and adhesion.

£129.99

**Lighter shoes**

The icon but lighter to help you be fast during your races.

**Mud shedding**

An improved upper protection to make the shoe ready to play in any conditions.

**Grip improved**

Enhanced chevron lugs for optimal grip with Mud Contagrip®.

Discover the *Speedcross 6* at sportsshoes.com/salomon-speedcross

---

**CROSS HIKE MID GORE-TEX 2**

Grounded in adventure

Keeps you firmly grounded, featherlight and fully protected. Multi-directional deep lugs aggressively bite the ground, while a higher cut ups the ankle support and protection.

£164.99 Trail

**Grounded in adventure**

Multi-directional deep lugs aggressively bite the ground, while a higher cut ups the ankle support and protection.

£164.99 Trail

Discover the *Crosshike GTX 2* at sportsshoes.com/salomon

---

W: SAL 5805

W: SAL 5700

W: SAL 5699

W: SAL 5697

W: SAL 5694
ANY PATH. YOUR WAY.

Get ready to power through uphills & descents with the updated X ULTRA 4 GORE-TEX. It is as agile as a trail-running shoe but with all the stability, grip & waterproof protection you need to tackle technical terrain.

X ULTRA 4 GTX
£139.99

Discover the X Ultra 4 GTX at sportsshoes.com/salomon

TERREX
MOVE AND EXPLORE

TERREX FREE HIKER 2 GTX
Next-generation hiking boots made in part with recycled materials.
Feel confident in most weather conditions thanks to the breathable GORE-TEX membrane and Continental™ rubber outsole. Enjoy your hikes with the updated design.

£199.99

Explore the Freethiker at sportsshoes.com/adidas-terrex-free-hiker
NO FUN
STANDING
STILL

The Retailer for Run Gym Hike